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CITROEN
VAN CONVERSIONS
WHY PANELTEX?
THERMAL EFFICIENCY
Class-leading K Factor – 0.3 W/mK
Somers Direct Air System improves fridge performance by utilizing
airflow over the windscreen
Somers Air Transfer System with movable/removable,
fully flexible bulkhead.

FUEL EFFICIENCY
AND AERODYNAMICS
Somers patented Direct Air Cover improves fuel efficiency
on 3.5 tonne vans
Improved refrigeration performance by up to 15%
Flexibility and options for all temperature ranges,
including Flexi-Temp conversions

TYPE APPROVAL
AND QUALITY STANDARDS
Certified ATP Class C Type Approval
European Whole Vehicle Type Approval for 3.5 tonne vans
Type Approval certificates available for all vans
ISO9001

SERVICEABILITY
Modular door systems
Composite Rear Doors – easy to remove and easy to service. Do not
affect vehicle electrics or warranty.
Superfreeze fold-back door or insulated sliding side door

HIGH RESIDUAL VALUE
A Paneltex Somers conversion has the highest second-hand
residual value of any refrigerated panel van on the market
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PANELTEX SOMERS REFRIGERATED PANEL VANS are the premier
specialist temperature controlled panel van conversions. With an
unrivalled reputation for quality and innovation, Paneltex Somers
Fridge Vans offer the highest thermal efficiency available, allowing
for precise temperature control, without limiting storage capacity
or payload. As market leaders in panel van conversions, Paneltex
Somers Fridge Vans are the current holders and five-time winners
of the prestigious TCS&D Refrigerated Panel Van of the Year award.
This is a natural credit to our team in Norwich, which is dedicated to
maintaining Paneltex’s high quality standards.

We work closely with Citroen to ensure that conversions do not
affect the use, maintenance or warranty of the base vehicle and will
provide a high-quality conversion on any type of van, be it a Nemo,
a Berlingo, a Dispatch or a Relay. Many Citroen dealers recommend
Paneltex Somers conversions through their own dealership
networks, proving the high regard in which these van conversions
are held.
ATP type approval extends throughout the range and
innovative design features ensure the finished vehicle is both
functional and aesthetically pleasing. A particular feature of
Paneltex Somers large vans is the unique patented direct air
system, which improves refrigeration performance by up to
15%, leading to reduced fuel consumption.
Options available include the Somers Superfreeze fold-back
side-load door, giving customers the chance to exceed the
current ATP class C requirement by 25%. This not only provides
our customers with a highly-efficient temperature-controlled
van, but also allow them to legally distribute food products
across the whole of the EU, with full ATP certification.

A Paneltex Somers Fridge Van can be converted to
numerous different specifications, which gives an
unrivalled range of van conversions. One unique feature of
our conversions is our Flexi-Temp bulkhead system, which
comprises a two-part, moveable and removeable solid
bulkhead, complete with double freezer grade seals. When
installed in conjunction with a suitable refrigeration unit,
our Flexi-Temp system allows for a dual-compartment
van, with a ground-breaking, independently verified,
temperature differential of 50°C between compartments,
be it frozen, chilled, ambient or heated.
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